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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

May 21, 1971

To:
From:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Special Meeting of University Faculty

There will be a special meeting of the University Faculty
o~ Tuesday, May 25, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva, to continue
discussion on graduate enrollment limitation .

The basic recommendation of the Graduate committee and a
commentary by the Dean are enclosed herewith.
JND/ped
Enclosures

5
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 25, 1971
(Summarized Minutes)
The Hay 25, 1971, special meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
by Vice President Travelstead at 3:05 p.m., in the Kiva, with a quorum present.
By vote of the Faculty, it was agreed that the standing rules would be suspended for the duration of the meeting.
Professor Regener moved that the 1971-72 enrollment be limited to 109 percent
of the 1970-71 enrollment by the device of cutting off registration at the tim
the 109 percent enrollment has been reached. Vice President Travelstead said
that he would like to defer consideration of the motion until after the re ort
of the Graduate Committee had been received. He noted that at the last meeting
the matter of graduate enrollment limitation had been referred to the Graduat
Committee and to the present special meet'ing of the Faculty.
Dean Springer referred to his memorandum of Hay 17, included in the agenda, and
said that he would like to have the ten proposals considered as several components. This being agreed, he moved approval of paragraphs 6 through 9. After
discussion, and after approval of a motion to substitute "degree-granting unit"
for "department, 11 wherever it appears in the Graduate Committee proposals,
paragraphs 6 through 9 were approved by the Faculty. (See the end of these
minutes for the approved final form.)
Dean Wollman then proposed the acceptance of paragraphs l through 5 of the l Y 17
memorandum, but with the substitution of a new paragraph 1 for paragraphs 1, 2 ,
;nd 4. If this were approved, he said, paragraph 3 would be renumbered paragraph
, paragraph 5 would be renumbered paragraph 3 and paragraphs 6 through 10 would
be re numb ered 4 through 8. After considerable ' discussion and the de f eat O f two
proposed amendments, Dean Wollman's motion was approved by the Faculty, with
the substitution of "degree-granting unit" for "department· 11 (See the end of
these minutes for the approved final form.)
It being noted that by direction of the Regents the Admissions Office had
:topped the admission of undergraduate non-residents, it was moved by Professor
Uegener that the Faculty go on record as recommending that the overall
niversity enrollment for 1971-72 be limited to 109 percent of the 1970-7!
~~:ollment by the device of stopping registration "at the specific time at which
magic figure of 18,323 is reached." This motion failed to carry.

!a:o~ion by Dean Springer to approve paragraph 10 (to be renumbered paragraph B)
hen approved by the Faculty. (See below.)
1.

Each degree-granting unit shall indicate to the Dean of the
Graduate School the maximum number of graduate students bodies and
FTE, that it will enroll the following year, taking into account the
faculty that will be in residence, the number and size of classes,
and number of students engaged in writing theses and dissertations.
The Dean of the Graduate School will approve the degree-granting
unit's proposal or, after meeting with the chairman, indicate disapproval and his reasons. Cases requiring further adjudication will

-2be referred to the Graduate Committee for resolution.
2.

Each unit must, if it is not already doing so, begin doin 11
screening'' now, and must keep records of i s admis ion of r
acceptances, so that it can properly exercise its r p n i 11
for controlling the size of its graduate popul tion, h
f 11
in the future. The Graduate School will provide ho
I
have not been doing second screening with estima
of fall admission offers that have been made for

3.

All applicants for admission will be required to send
granting units in which they wish to work a letter in
describe their interests, objectives, and any f c or
their qualifications.

4.

The Provisional status category, to which s udents ar pr
admitted when they meet Graduate School requirem nts bu
specifyJ .a major field, will be deleted. All applic nt
to specify the degree-granting unit they wi h to n
be only one status for beginning graduate stud n s :
(Doctoral intermediate, Doctoral Candida , and Po
additional categories used for advanced stud nt ,)

5.

Students rejected on academic grounds eith r
or the degree-granting unit will not be admi
School. They may elect to enroll in Hon-D gr
their academic record, and then reapply for ad
Graduate School for the second (or later) ins r c ion
following the one for which they were rej t d. A
hours of ~on-Degree work may later b appli d o
but only (a) if these hours are in graduat -er di
grades of A or B, (b) if the student is succ
l
admission to the Graduate School, and (c) if
hours is recommended by his department.

6.

a degree-granting uni
not be admitted to the Graduate School. Hi option
apply to a different degree-granting unit (only n
ill be allowed; this second degree-grantin uni
having been notified that they are his second ch
in Non-Degree status, subject to the credit-tan f
paragraph 5, above; (c) to reapply for then xt in
sion, or later.

7.

The present 18-hour Non-Degree route in o h Gradu
cancelled, except for students currently in that pi
in Non-Degree will be included in the r v 1
in of
paragraphs 5 and 6 above, if they r pply,
hours can ever be counted to ard a grad t
paragraph 5.

8,

Teachers seeking to meet rec rtification r
graduates not working tow rd an dv n d d
be accepted by a given degree- r n in uni
under the 6-hour transfer 11 itation.

A student rejected by

eting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
oho

. Du

Seer t ry

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
MAY 25, 1971
The May 25, 1971 meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by Vice President Travelstead
at 3:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to
call the meeting to order. Will the meeting please come
to order?
I would like to recognize Mr. Thorson to make a
suggestion and perhaps a motion inasmuch as this is a
special meeting called on a special topic and I think he
would like to comment on it.
PROFESSOR THORSON
Mr. Chairman, the Faculty
Policy Committee did not discuss this procedure, but I
think I can say that generally in the past meetings have
been called for specific -- for one specific item on the
ag7nda. We have normally suspended the standing rules of
this body and I wish to express a motion to suspend the
standing rules of this body at this time.
motion?

TRAVELSTEAD
PROFESSOR MASON

Is there a second to the
Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
Is there discussion on it? All
of those in favor of suspending the standing rules will
please say "aye r opposed, "no
The aye• s hav~ it
and we will proceed with the topic, without any time
limit.
.
I would like to remind you that at last Tues d ay • s
meeting, one of the topics -- one of the :items on the
agenda had to do with graduate enrollment and possibly
curtailment, restrictions on graduate enrollment)and it
was decided by this body to be continued today. No
act·ion was taken on that matter. It was n-.~~!l!"'!llleli!19all~
s
tabled. As 1 read the minutes, it was the con;tensus of
the body that this topic would be continued today and
any action deemed proper by this body would be continued
II

II.

II

II

Limitation of
Graduate
Enrollment
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today and any actions deemed proper by this body would be
taken today. So I, therefore, declare this meeting open
to the discussion of the topic on graduate enrollment.
Mr. Regener?
I believe that the motion
before the house, at that time, was referred back to the
Graduate Conunittee for further study and that -- that
motion to refer -- and that therefore, there is no motion
before the house at this particular time and I would like
to move that the enrollment at the University be limited
to 109 percent above the last year's enrollment, by the
device of cutting off registration at the time when the
109 percent enrollment has been reached, which would be,
I imagine, the last week of August during registration
time, maybe two hours before registration closeJ.
PROFESSOR REGENER

TRAVELSTEAD
If you will bear with me, I
would like not to recognize that motion right now to
give an opportunity for some additional information on
this topic;and we will certainly take care of it in due
t'
ime. I may be in error. I apologize if I a...,n....• It is
my understanding of the minutes that that topic was open
to discussion. Would you straighten this out, Mr. Thorson?
THORSON
I, too, am subject to errors, but I
think there was a dual referral and this was what I tried
to get clarified. Perhaps, now, it can be straightened
out, but it was referred both to the Graduate Committee
and to this special meeting o the Faculty.
TRAVELSTEAD
What I think we have,
Mr. Regener, is a follow-up from the Graduate Committ:e·
At least, an information forum which this body, I believe,
shoul~ hear and then if you or somebody else want~ to.put
a motion before the house, I would like to recognize it
then, so it will have some chance for meaningful consideration. Mr. Murphy?
PROFESSOR MURPHY
As one of the persons who
~aised the question last time, I just wanted to say that
appreciate this statement of explanation of Mr. Springer
and the assurances that I felt he gave to some of us who
are concerned about our particular problem.
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TRAVELSTEAD
I wond r if I could
r. Sprin~ to comment on his writt
has been
tributed and dd any oth
ginning of the consider tion of th
DEAN SPRINGER

Th nk

r cognize that what w brought in
r duate Comrnitte a week go w
uite complicated) nd this i th r
on
hould cco p ny the propo ition th
w
eek ago with some co entary. I re lly
i pose on the F culty by speaking of th'ng
I clearly set forth in writing.
ht
ugge t, th t perhaps it might h lp
thi problem of limiting enrollm nt
School, if we break th tot l p k
And in thinking
oul
st th t th
ght h p
r gr phs.
to 9 th t
n
n
t
or t
lly,
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gre t many tudent
of red by th t dep r
ent who
ou might ay, degree-seeking wa,WJa
d th ton po ibl
ppro ch
h over-all nroll nt
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t
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p
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only.

Yes, Mr. Brodk y.

PROFESSOR BRODKEY
I h v
tion, Mr. Springer. In p ragr p 8,
ng behind the stat ment that says, On
c tion will be allowed?" If a stud
dep rt ent, h can only pply to one oth
1k this is becau e I can cone iv o
icul rly in the College of Eduction,
or this on other department but th n
apply for that fir tone.

TRAVELSTEAD

o·n

Do you w nt to

o

t w

n

r

Spring r?

SPRI GER: W 11, w f l t th
ct that w
r
giving
tud t t o
ufficient, p rticul rly if inc rt
niv r ity there is
considerabl
his i
n gotiable fig r . I
P and
y you can apply for th
ord r of 4, 5 or 6 d p rtm n a
iniatr tive lo d n if
go thro gh
ur
hich we ugge t, which o
invo v
nt r th r critic lly nd c ntr lly in
ing proc s ,
to who co s into th
C
ho you
cl t
nd ultip y th
nvolv d fore ch d p r
nt
f 1
d qu t .

RAVELSTEAD

0

0

PROFESSOR RHODES
d th probl
of tud
r
nt to dep rt nt, ·n
n't
et th ir quot in
rbitr ry limit

TRAVELSTEAD
0

th t. There is nothing
ld b in th coll g of
nt ould
em or v 1·
Coll g of Educ
er en'ng ayst
co d ch ck wi
r
'nt r
t do
n noth r gro p.

0
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trying to stop good students from getting in, but rather
try in some way or
other, to block off this going
from departm nt to dep rtment~to department, which I am
sure you are all aware is happening.
Mr. Wollman you had your hand up earlier, is
there something you would like to say?

DEAN WOLLMAN
I would like the floor when
you get back to paragraph 1.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Findley.

PROFESSOR FINDLEY
I had a question to
Dean Springer. Does this restriction that you are discussing about where the number of departments to which a
student may apply include also the Medical School?
No, sir. I have no jurisdiction
SPRINGER
for it and cannot peak on behalf of it.
FINDLEY
Then didn't the Medical School grant
a degree for h ving --(laughter covers voice).
~

B u t ~ are organized, the
this
campus has no jurisdiction over
Graduate School on
the admission, the enrollment, the budget, or anything
else It '==- - . =- __ ... _ :...
-- of the Medical School, and as
far as I know, this is par for the course throughout the
country.
SPRINGER

TRAVELSTEAD
May I add, for your information,
that in discus ing this whole matter, a week ago, the
Regents felt that both the Medical School and the Law
School, because of the facilities and the goals and the
Provisions~ for certain nurnbers1 to be allowed to go to
that number and not be mixed unnecessarily, with the
Percentages and rules on this side of the campus.
FINDLEY
If that is the case, I support this
~rovisio~ that we are discussing and I would like ~ see
it apply also to our department, :>in the= is ion =At e
~edical School bee use one of the things that is flooding our courses' are rejected pre-medics.
·
motion?

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Huber.

Any more discussion on the

-25-71
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0
DEAN HUBER
Mr. Ch irm n, I would li
k a question of Dean Springer. How would th n
be interpreted s
change fro wh t
pr
ntly
ith regar
to enroll ent in p rticul r cour
?
other word, any rejected student could go to nond fulfill the basic dmi ion r quire nt,
ul
tudent then t ke the 3 or 6 or 7 hour th t non-d
llows under their own rule in ny cour
uch
gr du te numbers, four-hundred 1 velor fiv -hundr
1 vel course? I am not quite ur wh t
Co
other than the eighteen-hour rul ver u
you help me, ple se?

.:t

SPRINGER W 11, I b liev it i no
change. We have in the past reli d consid
trolled individu 1 cl
e
ch
ction co
is controlled in the iz of th cl
nd
th in tructor, if he feels it n cs ry o
control. Wh t makes the probl , I think,
n the future, i th t we re going
ion and this, I suspect, my
k
are r quired and if the instructor
t th t 1 vel, more difficult to
n ·
this i responsiv to your qu
HUBER
My I pur u ' t j
i
s th n, th t student w
o on to non-degree and ther i
no
of em ster they could t y th r , o
nt ver g and prob tion
d u P
hr
d that eventually they cold
our or five e
ters l t r .
ou•
cord done both there and t oth r
sly? I
nots re wh t thi
eighteen hour -- where th ch
pr sent non-degree ight en ho r
? I am not quite ur
th

--

T

0

h

VELSTEAD

PRO ESSOR OT IG
pr gr ph 9. In

h

i in

SPRINGER
e re proposing o
rans rr d into th

0

0

o tr

h

n --
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nt, Mr. Bo tright.
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n

Upon r co

ATRIGHT

r

t

That .

S RI GER

,

r

t

0

o.

I

BOATRIGHT

No, th

SPRINGER

pi

curr ntly ·
on

r

no

n

line.

t

T VELS EAD
indley.

cu

I DLEY
of ppl'c tions
th wording or th
r d finition th r
n t'tution, th d p
unit, bu r th r pr
in
•hou d be cl rifi

or

Mr.

TRAVELST AD
pond to that?

OU

SPRI GER
ould ' t
'd, 'by
d p rt n o
?"

BO TRIGHT
o,
d n 11 of th
, non th 1
, do not
t d gr
0

L EAD
r but, I think.

•

y

r
-gr

n

,

t· g unit ..

n
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TRAVELSTEAD
suggestion, Mr. Findley?
FINDLEY

TRAVELSTEAD
FINDLEY

Would that get the jist of your

Yes, it will.

Degree-granting units?
Yes, degree-granting unit ..

TRAVELSTEAD
Discuss please, thi propo
1 ..
amendment. No discussion on this amendment? V ry
y,
"no
•
All those in favor say, "aye": all opposed, s
Then it is carried. We are back to them in otion.
Mr. Green.
PROFESSOR GREEN
I am still not sur
what is going to be effected here. Thi ide
the graduate courses from the flood of peopl
coming to them, but then in 7, I get the f
even though they are not accepted in th
they can still go on taking these cour
where is the mechanism for the protection
enrollment?

bout
0

SPRINGER
The proble, I think, i
tion. I don't think that the Gradu t Committ
ily legislate as to who goe 'nto non-d gr
which is not a status under the present Gr d
d I was not sure that we ought to tr'ngently
nroll'ng in courses of people who rally re ot d gr
se_king. This is something that tran cend th intent o
thi which really addresses the que tion of gradu t
nrollment . There may be other echani
h reby nro
ent in non-degree status can b limited, but I don't
f el that I have the jurisdiction over thi •

•

The jurisdiction
I nTRAVELSTEAD
o
erstand it~would be a it is now, t th
ctor,
which
non
dep rtment and the instr
tog t n
degree person would have to get per i
th t class.

d

•

lr
So then, th d p rt nt
th
ople out of th ir cl s
uthority to keep the
th re r too many of them .. So, I do 't quit
to do 0 th n
Purpo
i
of etting up this m C
0
to d
th re is lre dy
provid
mechani
GREEN

p
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TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Moellenberg.

DEAN MOELLENBERG
I think, in response to
this, the attempt here is to make it somewhat less automatic. It is almost as if we went back, As it stands
right now, the student who is denied admission to a department can simply go into non-degree because they lose
only 6 hours as the thing stands and this change would
make it somewhat less desirable, and therefore, presumably somewhat less common for a student to take courses
in non-degree. I think that the long terms that are in
the provision would be helpful.
TRAVELSTEAD

Other discussion on the motion

as amended?
REGENER
I would like to ask Mr. Springer
whether or not he thinks items 6 to 9 -- that we are now
discussingA-would have been thought of if there had not
been the idea of keeping the graduate enrollment constant,
which is the subject of 1 to S. In other words, what I
am driving at, is the object now to accept 6 through 9
and then later not decide to limit study in, and enrollment in Graduate School? I would suspect that 6 through
9 -- that if it happens that 6 through 9 have been accepted that that would not require a power of law since it is
contingent upon the idea that the enrollment in the
Graduate School should be limited. If we should decide
today not to limit the enrollment in the Graduate School,
I would expect that 6 through 9 would revert to where
they are at the present time.
TRAVELSTEAD ·
My opinion would be that these
are not usually concluded if you are sking whether or
not 6 through 9 would stand on their own, irrespective of
what action was taken on the rest of them.
SPRINGER
I would feel that we could de 1
With 6 through 9 and make no over-powering implications
for l through s. That is, I think the Faculty has that
option. The Faculty has the option to vote the whole
pa7kage, but I thought it would be simp:er t~ discuss
this as we isolate these issues and do it this way,
rather than do the whole thing.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Rhodes.
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RHOD S
The Graduat Committ
the ubcornrnittee of the Gradu te Committ
to figure out so e way to improve th qu
gradu te progr )and 6 through 9, as it
uch ore to do with quality of graduat
thy do with actu lly limiting the numb r
the Graduate School.
TRAVELSTEAD

e, o
,

due ion
o
tu

n

Mr. Regner.

REGENER
Except th t numb r 8
y , ..
tud nt rejected by department on quot ground ••• ,
quota doesn•t exist until you pprov 1 through 5,
number 8 cert inly doesn't h ve any pl c in hi
cus ion at the mo ent, or at le t unt·1
through
h
b n pproved or rejected.
RAVELSTEAD
THORSON

Mr. Thor on.

Mr. Chairm n, quot

xi t , iv n though w have not cc pt
of gr duat enroll ent in ach d p r
uot

on Ph.D.s for the 1 st four y
TRAVELS EAD

0

on

th
nt )"

r

Dan L wr nc

on.
DEAN LAWRENCE
I would lik to
I under tand it now -- I mis d th
li
t w
re concerned with h re i g tting ou
n b lance with wh t w
re trying to do in o
.in qu lity. But one thing th t cone rn
o
littl bit i
th t in~ coll g of due tion
h
ch
b t nti 1 numb r of progr
t
gr du t
funded from outside, wher b ic lly 11 o
th progr s re provided fro out id
ourc
ould th t bet ken into ccount in th· -1'11Si._.11Etit~
~iliii!:!!1:l
vision ~gradu te enroll nt?
SPRINGER
O, you ar
t lk·ng bout
?
through 9, with a non-d gr
ort of nt r r

LAWRENCE
o, th
r
come to chool b cu
th Y
to b b
d by th s t
• Thy r bro ght h r to
r not t pping our b
t
11 nd yet wh t i bin
t th limit tion ought to
nybody 1

ugth

1
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TRAVELSTEAD
Mro L wr nc, I think
Mr . Springer's question i rel t d to 6 through 9.
are only debating now 6,7,8 and 9, which inf ct
pletely s parate.

'

LAWRENCE
I will b glad tow it, but
re lly understand if we p
6 through 9 wh t w
r
going to do with 1 through 5 •
•

•

TRAVELSTEAD
1 r f elings.

0

C

-

n•

You and Mr. R g n r h v
,

•

•

I don't think th tour int n
SPRINGER
h
to limit enrollment wh
r ource m tch our offerinef,
conviction the student
re not b
w h v confidenc th t the tud
oney• worth_, and I think thi i
r son w are grappling with thi
h ve 1 o gr ppled with it. Our
ng .
I pointed out in y covering
in th Gradu te School 10 pre nt
ch y r
two ye rs,and it seems to me to b
cc p ed 'n c r
P rts of the Univ rsityland I h v
p nt con id
ti
nowt lking to people ind p rt nts h
not so, where there ay be under- nroll nt.
qu tion of special progr
, wor r- hop for
tc., etc., I think we can re ch
cco o
you
will negoti te these things on
r tj_2n 1 b
can show that you have the re ourc A
from Uncle Sam or the st te doesn't re
th t the students in these progr
tot ke c re of themj if they s ek coun
. k
degree, that there will be enou h
vise their th sis if they go on Plan I ·
octor 1 program, or want tog t into it, th
nough people there to supervi e third
r
t there i counseling vailabl. Th t i wh

er.
b

TRAVELSTEAD
You
yin
nc, to co
ck to 1 through 5 and actu lly think'ng bout h
th~ these program would not b includ d if ourc
i l ble from the out ide.
SPRINGER

That i

right.

r
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TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Regener.

REGENER
Dean Springer, I think, has all of
the machinery he needs in his office to limit the enrollment in certain departments, where the truth of the fact
is, he is working on percentages and credentials. They
are gone over individually by Dean Springer•s office and
he can exercise, as far as I can see, just how to limit
enrollment in certain departments where it needs to be
limited.

.

I would like to say once more,and I said it last

?

~l.me, that there are almost twice as many ~aduate students

in the various departments and we can accompdate them
without i~s costing a single penney simply'because we
have all the courses it takes, we have all the facilities
it takes. What happens if we need to limit our enrollment is that the University loses the tuition from perhaps fifty or eighty graduates. I would also like to
point out that if there is a limit overall on the graduates at the University, that once that limit is reached
during registration time and beyond th~~.. roint we ccnnot
accept another graduate student in the ~ics Department,
even though the Dean himself says in his mail-outs of
May 27th, he says, " ••• it is nonsensical to limit the enr~l~ment in certain departments, but it will have to be
limited once the quota is reached". Therefore, I think
the Dean should exercise the power he has in his office
to see to it that enrollment in Graduate School is controlled in those places where he feels that they are overenrolled and that it doesn•t decrease and I think he
should see to it that we are not put into a position of
having
·
to -- "nonsensically", in his own words -- 1·imi·t
our own enrollment in Graduate School. It may just be
t~at in the last days we may just get some students that
didn't get into Harvard or Princeton and that has happened before and that we cannot admit because our quota has
been reached.
PROFESSOR MERKX
I would like to disagree
With Professor Regener. I think we do have a serious
•
Problem, perhaps not in the Physics Department, because
everybody cannot take courses in Physics, but we do have
~ Problem in the Social Science oepartmen"t:5. It is almost
impossible to reject anybody. Even if you do turn them
down, they .1/lft manage to get ;It non-degree status in another
department; and then in your classes nothing disturbs ~ Q....

/
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~minar more than to have three or four people in it who
are incompetent and I don't see all of these consequences
coming from articles 6 through 9. I can't see that it
would hurt some of these students.
SPRINGER
I would like to quote from the
Chronicle of Higher Education here, of which I think this
is the most recent issue. It has several points as to
the discussion, although I am not sure it has on the
paragraphs 6 through 9, but I could definitely ch llenge
the paragraph 1 through 5. I don't have the power to do
what you suggest. This is a collaborative enterprise
between you and me and if you don't know, if you don't
tell me how many students, in your view, are going to
continue on into September, how am I going to know wh t
your overall enrollment is going to be? If you don't
tell me how many are likely to graduate, how can we pl
in March for enrollment in August? All we are
king i
for collaboration.
The
you insist on
ation, to the
justification

second thing I would say to you is, why do
generalizing, from your very peculi r situ
rest of the University. I don't ee the
for it. There are other situation.

Now, let me quote here. It says:.,..Graduate
School applications are leveling off. The number of
first year graduates in Physics is down 17 percent,
according to the American Institute of Physics
That is
your~ro~essional,.,e'rganization. In Psyc~o~ogy, however,
applications are zooming up, says an official of The
American Psychological Association. Sociology has been
gaining. These are the other departments, sys an official of The American Sociological Association, bearing
out what Gil Merkx just said to us.
I think we have got to recognize that we have
got to look at the situation department by department
and this is all that we are proposing and that I am proposing on behalf of the Graduate Committee, which i a
Faculty Committee, of this Faculty.
TRAVELSTEAD

Any discu sions?

Mr. Regener.

REGENER
rs it true that the Gr duate
Committee or the Sub-Committee of the Graduate Committee
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sat on this for two years and came up with thes two
pages? Nevertheless, I feel that we should feel fre to
discuss it and even to turn it down, if we are so inclined. I would like to point to our recordJ of h ving r sponded to all the inquiries from the Gr duate Offic,
rather punctually for the past twenty-five ye r
d that
we expect to do so in the future, but what I
worri d
about is the matters to be dealt with dep rtment by d partment. Why do we now consider p ssing
Univer ity
regulation over all, which curbs some departments nd
which will help other departments? Th tis jut not
kind of thing that I like, so I am going to try not to
pass it.
TRAVELSTEAD
Now, I will r mind you th t w
are talking of 6 through 9 and we h ve agreed, I think,
even though there is still some que tion, th t thi cou
stand separate. At least it will help u in xp ditin
the business. Would you talk on those ubj ct 6 thro gh
9, those with your hands raised?
SPRINGER
Well, regardle
of which on
view, there is much to be heard from 6 through 9, jut
from the standpoint of relieving the very difficultie
that Professor Murphy refers to. I think th t i t h
uch merit by itself, under any circumstanc
TRAVELSTEAD

0

Mr. Huber.

HUBER
I would like to support 6 thro 9 9.
1 .believe that they re steps, only s all t P, i~ th
right direction-fn regard to your co ent cone ming
qu lity~ flowing from size of enrollment in v riou
gradu te classes
I don't know which of you ref rr d to
it. I am not pr~pared tom ke
tion but I would
sugge t to this body that if they feel
th Gradu t
Conunittee seems to feel and with which I cone r, th t
perhaps the non-degree ~hing doe need to b look d into~
because with preregistr tion, when the non-degree P opl
go through, it is a fait accompli, s i t w re, when you
get your class list and find non-degre
ther .And un~e
You could take a position in advance th t you ~er goi g
to Publish in a catal~o non-degree pop
ill b
d'tted to this graduate~cour e, or thi cour
carry·ng
gr du te credit ~t ere te extr e confu ion for th
tudent __ disa~pointment __ if h i pitch d out 1 t r
d of course, no control, b sic lly, in th fir
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instance. So I re lly think we ought to go even furth r
than has been suggested here with regard to thi typ of
thing. I am not speaking of l through 5.
TRAVELSTEAD
Any further di cussion on 6
through 9 as amended? Are you read for th que tion?
All in favor of the motion say, "ay ": oppo ed, "no".
The "aye 's" have it. We are now ready for any f rth r
consideration. I recognize Mr. Green and th n
Mr. Wollman.
GREEN
What are the right of th
limiting enrollment in their individu l cl s
anybody know?

F culty
? Do

n

TRAVELSTEAD
I don't think th r i
ny
ng
in writing on that, Mr. Green. I think th t i t i
cur
ate and fair to say that Faculty feeling about uch
atters, as well as department l feeling
bot• ch
atters, as weLl as the college feeling about th
o
the group -- this I under tand i wh t you r t lking
about -- have been supported. It i not th qu tion.
It has been assumed that nobody exc pt th
Administration or Finance Office c n b std terI'llin
whether a class ought to be forty, or twenty, an
o
classes could very well be forty, but oro cl s
couldn't or shouldn ' t be twenty or even ten nd I think
it h s been the position of the University in g n r 1
that that decision can best be m de t th d P rt nt
level and at those department levels quite oft nth
chairman will respect the individual f culty u,c
fe lings on it . We have nothing in riting, but
th t has been the practice, or t lea t th t would b
Y
position on it.
11 ~

0

er h n b
HUBER
Well, would
faculty
enroll d, pr able to take the forty students th th v
registration, and pick out the bet on ?
TRAVELSTEAD
Th t i anoth r qu tion, b cue it get into the whole priority,
r gi
tr ton. h
.
b .
You have a consideration that you i h to r ng on
floor? Yes, Mr . Wollman.
WOLLMAN
Are w op n to con i
Paragr phs l through 5?

r tion on
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TRAVELSTEAD

We are.

WOLLMAN
I would like to move a substitute
to paragraphs 1, 2 and 4.
Presently, may I suggest it
TRAVELSTEAD
wouldn't be a substitute. We don°t have a motion on the
floor. We passed a motion as amended that we made. So,
the floor is open. If you wish to make a motion, it will
be for a denouement.

-

.

WOLLMAN
Well, I would move then, that we
accept paragraphs 1 through 5, with my substitution incorporated and I would substitute -- that we delete paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 and substitute this paragraph in their
place:
"Each department shall indicate to the
Dean of the Graduate School the maximum
number of graduate students, both
bod_JU-4-and F.T.J.•s, that it will accept
the following year, taking into account
the,,Faculty that will be in residence,
the number and sizes of classes, and
the number of students engaged in writing theses and dissertations. The Dean
of the Graduate School will approve the
department's proposal, or after meeting
with the?airman, indicate disapproval
and his reasons. cases requiring further
adjudication will be referred to the
Graduate Committee".
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second to this?

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT

Seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
As I understand the motion, the
~Ording just read will be paragraph 1, followed by wh t
is now paragraph 3, followed by what is paragraph 5. We
now have this as a motion and seconded, on the floor for
discussion .
SPRINGER
would you define "accepted?"
do You define "accept?"
WOLLMAN

How

well, I don't know, except in the
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kind of langu g th t y
rying to restrict th tot l
thing, the same kind of
SPRINGER
You
ion, and you talk in te
talking in terms of di con
the t rm II accept 11 ,
ight b
gg t th t perhaps, you -- (·n

rol
ov r

ell,
LLMAN
nt in the dep
or new ones or som

"

ON

h

0

TRAVELSTEAD

I

r
with in
t the University'
ht it r sources
gr date t dy

I would
itt e I
.o progr
now
t one-h lf of the
ctiv work. I
or quotas of
pport of uch
h

V

h

I

ol

titut

I

t
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ybe it would get more directly at the·
Dean Springer is suggesting and, of cour
v
nt, every ye r r ports it excess
to th G
or
Dean and therefore, I think they could b
controlled.
Wh th pp
RHODES
the Graduate Committee act
"No, this department can't h v
th n the dep rtment ays, "The
h V got to let them in, or el

d' pu
n 'f
Den Spring r
th t m ny t
h 11 w C It
e. Who w'n 1

r -

n

N

t

TRAVELSTEAD
Probably nobody.
the pirit of what has be n ugge t d hr
that there could be an greem nt
th
b'lity, bing exercised by the dep rtm n
P ied by an awarene
of wh t w
r
fore, they would indeed
y w
ill h v
of thus and so resource and would
k
d cl im hone tly and inc r ly
they h ve. I don't know who
b tter than that depart ent.
I would

y that if thi
ize the imp ct of what i on th top
h n't re lized it in th l t tw nty y rs,
f c d up to it. The f ding for thi
ixte n-hour ba is. 'l'h t
n
r of dollars for the,..B'octor t
ychology tudent as we do for th on in
Civiliz tion, which is not re li t'c, bu
L gi l ture continues to do in pit of or
i · One could cla' th t if thi
t t t
d cl re it elf on this in o
l ur
ill cl i it re lly d
Will
wh t
h
b
th
.

r n
th
n b
ould not
rb'tr rily to do
ng th'
th

I
ODES
Vic
Ac de ic

n
n

l
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asswne a cooperative venture and not a dictatorial position. I think any administrator is in that position. I
think -- I would suggest however, that he should put himself on the level of the Graduate Committee and perhaps
the Graduate Committee should be an elected group from
the Faculty to be represented in that section, but at
least the Graduate Committee -- not in the 1 p of one
person -- and in fact, have many disputes among themselves. and should be able to stand -- take a stand
openly. Someone must take -- or some group must take
ultimate responsibility. If you put it at the level ot
each department, you do not need the Graduate School for
anything except paper checking.

l7

TRAVELSTEAD
Agreed, and did I not say
earlier that I would not take some position at that time.
I was merely saying that whatever position one takes at
that time, maybe many people will lose if it comes to
that point. I am contained by Harris Institution at the
present, the Regents, my office and other students from
\
time to time have taken a stand -- and ah rd-nosed posi- )
tion. I would hope that it doesn't happen any more than
necessary, because it is better for it to be handled in
other ways.
WOLLMAN
I am not sure
were directed against my motion, or
It seems to me that the Dean of the
the authority to admit or not admit
School, does he not?
SPRINGER

whether Jack's remarks
the whole principle.
Graduate School has
to the Graduate

I so regard it.

WOLLMAN
Therefore, the degree to which he
relies on the Graduate conunittee is the authority the
Graduate committee has in terms of at least controlling
that gate. Now, there are, I am sure, many other elements involved in the operation of the Graduate School
that the Dean relies on the Graduate committee's advice
for but I would conceive of the process not to be comPlete -- the process of either the ori~inal statement
or my substitution as not being determined by the department, but being determined by agreement b~twee~ the
Graduate Dean and the department with~egi~lation by the
Graduate Committee that there isn't any dispute and pres':2111ably unless we set
'
· d.icaup some other process, t h e JU
tion finally rests with the Graduate committee in case

I
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of any dispute.

At least that would be my understanding.

TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Spolsky.

PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
I would like to suggest
that the situation here, the enrollment situation is very
complex, very close to the spirit of what the Graduate
Committee is trying to come up with. That may be the
reason for the confusion on the proposal but the complexity could be lost from lack of conununication.

ti Each department shall indicate to
the Dean of the~duate School thesmaxi~~ number of
graduate studencs,
bodiess'
and F.T..J). 's ,,
.. andu there u
I -had
~
~
the word, "accept ', but I mean that it will enroll the
following year, taking into account:?1:ie,,.Faculty th~t will
be in residence, the number ~ pt'.-'e classes and the
number of students engaged in writing theses and dissertations. The Dean of the Graduate School will approve
the department's proposal or after meeting with the
Chairman, indicate disapproval and his reasons. Cases
requiring further adjudication will be referred to the
Graduate Committee. ''
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Murphy.

MURPHY
Al though I hate to suggest any more
~ ' I wonder if "degree-granting unit" isn't more
apropos.
f_t'ose

TRAVELSTEAD
Do you accept that in the
spirit of the recent substitution?

wo
L- l-1YJ1ttl
MUBeK!
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.
Mr. Woodward.

PROFESSOR WOODWARD
I would certainly.like to
support Mr. Wellman's proposition and counter any ideas
that the administration has no control over graduate enrollment. It seems to me that the contr<zt ot the number
of graduate assistantships and financing~ the department
very directly #ffects the enrollment, so the fact that
the department is involved in it surely doesn't mean that
a11 the power rests there. There is plenty of control
left, if they want to chop a department down, they can
do it, you know.
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TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Beckel.

PROFESSOR BECKEL
Just as a point of information, Jack, the original first class program has to do
with the first five paragraph~d has- to do with the
problem now, this yearj the substitute has to do with the
overly time-consuming process involving several months of
adjudication and so on. How do you visualize that applying this year?
SPRINGER
I thought about that and I really
don't know how to answer. I think the only thing that
one would do is we could adopt this as a genuine on-going
policy. We could hope then for some sort of ~cord between various departments with degree-granting unitsJand
the Dean of the Graduate School would make some attempt
to reasonably follow this policy in its spirit, in whatever time is available for action to be taken between
now and September.
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Epstein.

PROFESSOR EPSTEIN
I am afraid that what
Dean Wollman is saying is eventually, "let George do it
I am concerned that there is no specific, outspoken conunitment..J on the part of the Faculty to weed out those
graduate programs that we cannot adequately support. I
think that the Faculty must think hard and seriously
about how they can narrow and improve itsfrl:"aduate~rogram. I would like to see some suggestions and very seriously how we can accomplish this. I think it is only a
mystery how the Graduate school can hope to achieve some
level within them.
11

TRAVELSTEAD

•

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to address myself to
Professor Beckel's question which was also, i~ part, my
~uestion which Professor Findley brought out in the meeting a week ago which it is -- it is awfully late to be
Worrying about August at this point in our academic calendar, because I know in the English Department we have
made our offers and acceptance in the Ph.D. pr~gram
about six weeks ago and that we have now esta~lished.our
accepted students. But I do think that what is now in
Paragraph 2 there is a certain amount of tease to what
we are going to be doing next fall and if we work

7
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backward into each unit now and go back and say, "that
seems to be enough," you can simply close off enrollment
for that unit at this point. I think that that is probably what is going to happen in some cases and I know it
will happen in our case in the Ph.D. program, since we
have reached the number we feel we can accormnodate for
next year.
The question -- I would further question now -is
does the number -- what is now number 3, operate
retroactively? Are we going to get letters now from all
of those peopae who have already been admitted and find
out that they are illiterates and go back and choke them
out?
Mr. Springer.
TRAVELSTEAD
SPRINGER
I don't really have any basic objections to the substitute motion, but I am very muoµ
concerned with the here and now and some of the mechanics
that you might call administrative mechanics, like for
instance in paragraph 3 here, I wish we could get a mandate to really do this.
Let me speak about another point that is quite
different. In Dean Wollman's substitute motion, I think
~he burden of proof that a department is not doing right
is put on the Graduate Dean. What we have here, the
burden of proof, is put on a department to show why they
should grow, if that is what they intend to do1 and I am
not trying to say my preference is to leave the burden of
proof as we have suggested. I also want to say there are
~ great many departments like the English Department, for
instance, that have policed themselves and have reached
the conclusion that they have got to do this. They have
an adequate bookkeeping system where at least when you
ask them the questions that we asked on behalf of the
Sub-committee last December: How many students do you
hav~? How many are taking Thesis Plan I] How many are
taking Thesis Plan II? Questions such q.i: that they are
~apable of answering. But, we do have some ~hat they are
incapable of answering so I think the question of mechan~cs, the orderly pro~edure, the second.scr:ening, these
things that we are proposing here are quite important.
Posals?

TRAVEL~EAD
Mr. Ikle.

other discussion on these pro-
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PROFESSOR IKLE
On the question of the
second screening, if there is a second screening, would
we then have the authority to deny the student that has
already been checked and accepted?
TRAVELSTEAD
IKLt

Do you mean disenrollment?

Yes, disenrollment.

SPRINGER
Well, our concept of second screening is that we look over the facts as they come in.
Those that clearly don't qualify we don't even send forward to you. Then, you look at what is qualifying and
recommend what you wish to admit and then we are very
likely to admit everything that you recommend, unless it
is in excess of what we have negotiated as a quota.
IKLE/
I understand that, but how many stu~
dents are now enrolled?Y"ou say not too many; I agree
then that there would be no problem. can we then disenroll the surplus?
SPRINGER
I don't see how we can ever tell
student that we have sent a letter of admission to that
he cannot come . He would take us to court.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Schlegel.

SCHLEGEL
I would like a little clearer
';1Jlderstanding of the "accepted" and "enrolled", b c use
if we accept thirty new graduates and only ten show ~p,
and the ten is the quota for the enrollment, we are in
good shape, but if the thirty show up, we are twenty.over
the enrollment and this is where I am questioning this.
SPRINGER
In that case we have just done
~nsufficient planning in advance and we are stuck with
it. However, we can then plan for the year after that
to see if we can ' t do better. one of the reasons f~r
Proposing what we are proposing is to start a bas line
da~a base, so that we can predict whether or not the
thirty that you suggest we admit, ten will show up,
twenty will show up or twenty-five will show up. But in
the absence of any such procedures that we propo e here,
~is kind of prediction and programming becomes extremely
difficult.
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TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. )!ason.

tJ

)IASON
In order to meet the time crisis
which is apparent to all1 and in view of the fact that
paragraph 1 does allow for some internal flexibility,
even some selective increases, I would like to propose
an amendment to the motion, the reinstatement of paragraph 1, which would simply place a self-terminating
limitation on enrollment.
TRAVELSTEAD

motion on the floor.

A proposed amendment to the
Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
Discussion on this amendment
would be on paragraph 1, back to the first paragraph before the pro's. We are open for discussion on this
amendment.REGENER
This amendment would remove the
most favorable feature of the motion and I would be
opposed to it simply because it again puts the graduate
level enrollment at the same place where it is now, which
permits the undergraduate enrollment to increase by 11
percent rather than by 9. That means fifteen hundred
more students on the undergraduate level that will need
to be admitted to get up to the 9 percent only. That
m~ans that for every thirty or twenty-five students adnutted on the undergraduate level we would need to hire
another Faculty member in order to keep the student level
as it is now.
TRAVELSTEAD
I think that this is not quite
acc~At_e, because the Regents say in passing the 9 percenf~this would be based on approximate constant enrollment of graduates. The Regents had paragraph 1 as an
inherent action there a week ago.
REGENER
I listened very carefully when the
President told us last ~me what the Regents di~_ta.x.e
before them in terms of constant graduate enrol~mentioned to us and I readA~ in the paper that the over-all
University e~rollment should not climb by more than 9
Percent and that the Regents have recognized the fact that
the Graduate school __ the Graduate committee ha~
recommended a constant level of the graduate enrollment,
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but it was not part of their resolution as far as I know.
I believe what we have before us today is something that
does deal with the constant level.
TRAVELSTEAD
The statement passed by the
Regents reads like this: "The Regents of the University
of New Mexico have determined that enrollment of
new
student5for Semester I,\q11.._if12, shall be limited, if
necessary,... with the objective~ that the total number of
students shall not exceed enrollment for Semester I of
1970-'71 by more than 9 percent.
Mr. ourrie just told
me.th~~tion to this statement, " ••• j ~ a ~ t o
this tbe ~ 2.
Now, would you give
2?
11

'f:i~=

11

MR. DURRIE
2, the assumption
that graduate enrollment would remain at
present
figure of this year.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Merkx.

MERKX
I have a substitute amendment which
I think would do the same thing, only better. Take again
~he total number that you take off the list an~_that is,
instead of replacing paragraph 1 we substitut~it:
~aragraph 2 which is, if the department doesn't want an
increase it's no problem. If they do, then they have to
communicate with the student in writing. That is for the
next year and then after that it goes to the enrollment
plan, so I -- I move that the substitution for this first
thing we have next year, number 2, instead of number 1.
TRAVELSTEAD
Your substitution then is an
amendment to Mr. Wollman's. Do I have a second on this
motion?
RHODES

Seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
would you speak on the substitution of paragraph 2 for paragraph l? Mr. Petersen.
PROFESSOR PETERSEN
I am opposed to both the
substitute and the amendment. I think they both destroy
the spirit of Dean Wollman's substitute, because tney
still speak to over-all enrollment rather than the enrollment in departments, and I feel that the problem is
one of what is the ratio of the relationship between enrollment in departments and courses to facilities, to the
Faculty in that department, and not tne over-all
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enrollment.
TRAVELSTEAD
Now, you will h V to
your objections . You are now obj cting o th
tion of paragraph 2 for paragraph 1, na t
you are also going to be opposed top r gr ph l .
PETERSEN

Th t i s correct .

TRAVELSTEAD

...

Mr . Rhod s .

RHODES
It seems to
h
f cilities and the Faculty and you ar
in the terms of graduate student )th n
not disturb you gre tly to writ D n
ying that we have both the
cil'ti
h ndle the increase and then h c n

Log

Let '
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to say .
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OU

h

0

PROFESSOR LOGAN
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nything to say th t i t will not b i

ly?
I think not.
mediately b

to the

gr ph 2 "'ffl~i:l;:;g being propos d
,.._
graph l? Would you dispose of th ton
ease do it and let ' s get an ction on
/Jf i<..,,.

MacGREGOR
th sub titution of paragr ph 2 b
t
lly with the same thing that
d 1 with as procedure and hi
rocedure.
OU

TRAVELSTEAD
McGREGOR

no

y

TRAVELSTEAD
Th qu
the proposed ub titut'on,
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We are back to the amendment that Mr. l\ason
proposed, which would be to reinstate paragraph 1, before
Mr. Wellman's substitute, of the previous st:ggestion. All
of those in favor to add paragraph 1, say "aye"~ opposed,
"no". The motion is lost.
We are back to the original motion before any ~
~ plus paragraphs 3 and 5. Is that right, Mr. Wollman?
~fl.4..

WOLLMAN

That is correct.

TRAVELSTEAD
that, if you are ready.

We will have a discussion on
Mr. Findley.

FINDLEY
I am still not clear on what the
second screening in paragraph 3 and 5 does. It has been
asked several times, but I don't know if it was answered.
Now, we have already screened the bulk of the students
who are accepted next fall. Does the second screen mean
that we will now be sure to screen additional students
that come along this summer, or do we have to go back and
re-screen all of these people to eliminate a few?
TIDRSON
I think I can answer that from my
~ t of view. I have been taking around to graduate
~ o v e r the last several days a series of approval
sheets. Before this, we have not screened our Masters
candidates. We have given out a number and said up to
that number the Graduate School can accept Masters candidates. We do not feel that Masters candidates require as
much Faculty time and supervision, so we just set a number
and Graduate School can do that. They conduct the first
screening on those people to see if they meet the minimum
Gr~duate School requirements for admission.
If t~ey are
going to ask us to do this second screening they will send
every one of those to the department for our look and
approval. It does not apply to..khose that they have already sent a notice of admission
They will send them down
to enroll in school.
'1'
SPRINGER
This is how we like to visualize it.
We simply would like to feel that each department would look
at each applicant whom we do not eliminate on the normal
G:P.A. grounds. Up to now what we are doing is we have
missed except in the dozen or so departments that follow this
Procedure, already. We have to appraise all the Masters
candidates for you and you have not had a chance to look

i'
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at these. Now, we would like you to be involved and make
some professional jud~ents, even on the Masters candidates. And that is what we mean by second screening. We
do the first screening. The ones that have a 2.3 we do
not even send forward to you. There are still quite a few
people who are applying for the history department and we
can do something there. We have made a conunitment and we
have to honor the conunitment.
TRAVELSTEAD

Any further discussion?

Mr. Regener.

REGENER
I have a point of order. I believe
that the Wollman motion Jt~~~sallow the idea that the
keeping constant of theO~student enrollment should
be used to keep the over-all student enrollment from increasing beyond 109 percent. My point of order is a
question which runs this way; after this motion has been
passed, will it be in order to make ia reconunendation saying how, now, the University should limit its enrollment
to 109 percent?
TRAVELSTEAD
I think after disposing of this,
the floor will be open for any reasonable motion.
All of those in favor of the Wollman revised motion
say, "aye:" opposed, "no." Mr. Wellman's motion passed.
We now recognize Mr. Regener.
REGENER
I would like to move that my motion
two
parts.
Mr.
chairman, it might not be quite proper,
has
but I would like first to do the first part and then do
the second part.
(LAUGHTER)
The first part has to do with the fact that the Admissions Office, according to the newspapers, has stopped
processing out-of-state applications, by order of the
Reg7nts. My reconunendation consists in saying 7hat the
Admissions Office should now resume the processing of outof-state applications. 1 am saying this because many of
our graduate students come from out of state.
(OFF THE RECORD REMARKS)
VICE PRESIDENT SMITH
The Admissions Office has
stopped admission of undergraduate, non-residents.
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(OFF

THE RECORD

REMARKS -

LAUGHTER)

REGENE~
I stand corrected, or perhaps the newspapers should stand corrected. So my first part may not
be applicable, so I will go to the second part and move
that the Faculty recommends the over-all University enrollment be held to 109 percent of this year's enrollment
by the device of stopping registration at the specific
time at which the magic figure of 18,323 is reached.
(OFF THE RECORD REMARKS - LAUGHTER)
REGENER
(resuming) My understanding is th t
the Regents acted by saying that the University enrollment, the over-all University enrollment, could be held to
109 percent subject to what I have heard for the fir t time
this afternoon -FeINTE~UPTED)
I am saying that in the first discus ion of th decision by the Regents, the Regents took cognizance of the
fact that the Graduate Committee recommended th t they
stabilize the graduate enrollment, which today by th motion that was just passed was just about 9 percent.
Therefore, I recommend, Mr. chairman, that the Faculty go
on record as recommending that the enrollment of students
be limited to 109 percent by the device of stopping registration when the magic number is reached.
TRAVELSTEAD
we have a formal recommendation to
the Faculty. Is there a second on it?
FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD

Seconded.
I would like to point out that

Mr. Durrie and I may have a difference of opinion with
Mr. MacGregor and I think in all fairness wdJbetter be
sure that we are together on this.

The statement that

Mr. Regener read in the paper was what I t~oug~t the
Regents passed, freezing out-of-state ap~licat7on •

Mr. Durrie and I do not remember them stipulating undergraduates only.
MAC GREGOR
They were talking about l~miting the
undergraduate enrollment based upon the assumption that
the Graduate School would hold it admissions at current
Year's level or thereabouts. All the percentages were
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based on that assumption.
TRAVELSTEAD
Well, I think it may have been so.
I think it was not stipulated in the specific language
at the time that a freezing motion was expressed. You are
saying the whole discussion was in the context of undergraduate enrollment. Therefore, the stipulation went with
that? Is there anyone else that was present? Mr.
'II ii taut @haix :an~
SMITH
I believe Mr. MacGregor's recollection
is about as precise as could be stated. I think the
action that the Regents took, was taken in the light of
understanding on their part that there would be a limitation of enrollment at or near the level of this year,
which had earlier been discussed as a recommendation of
the Graduate Committee. I would point out while I am up
that Dr. Regener's motion, if followed literally, would
provide some substantial problems because not all of the
people who are admitted, appear. Among undergraduates
there are very large numbers who do not appear in the
fall. So there is no point in time at which Mr. MacGregor
or the Graduate Dean, for that matter, would know th t
that many students had been admitted without taking into
account some historic data on the percentages that do not
show.
TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Scaletti.

Any discussion on the motion?

PROFESSOR SCALETTI
I would like to object to
Professor Regener's characterization of our action in
accepting Dean Wellman's motion on the proposals of the
Graduate committee as a repudiation of holding the graduate
enrollment approximately stable. In fact, I think it was
~n avowal of that principle rather than a repudiation of
it
It does, I think, imply more flexibility be~w~en depar~ents than perhaps the paragraph l of th 7 original
..
motion employed, but I certainly do not see it as
repudiation
of the general principle of holding over-all graduate enrollment at the same level .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Findley.

PROFESSOR FINDLEY
There is one point that has
~at.been brought out at all in this discussion and I think
it is relevant to Professor Regener's motion and that has to
do ~
, whether you like it or not, with the rather strict
relationship between undergraduate and graduate enroll-
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ent. Undergraduates become gr du t
If
creasing undergraduate enrollment by ny p
you are, by some ratio, increasing gradua

nh
n •

Mr. Smith.

TRAVELSTEAD

r

SMITH
I propose this comm nt
this afternoon. I think it might be int
cognize that at Ber~ey, which I gue s i
3 graduate universities in the country t
dance with other sources the fine t, I
very year at budget time there is
d
s to how many faculty and teaching
department, but also how many gr du
enrolled in the department and how
nrolled in the department and th
put together in detail, in specific,
his is possibly where we are he ding
I am r ther hopeful .
Mr . Rhod s .

TRAVELSTEAD

RHODES
It seem to
, th tin
. Wellman's proposal, Professor R g n r'
ally unnecessary because i t · goin to b
Jud ~ent bee use acceptance
re going to
cu
of all these different f ctor by th
f' i hed , you re lly do not need th'
h t I think it i
i an tt pt t o t
•no, we are not going to limit
· · t h gr d u t
you ctually force u . " I do not
• B

TRAVELSTEAD

ay I c 11 for

PROFESSOR BAHM
S

FACULTY MEMBER

k

no.•
y

pl

h

cond

TRAVELSTEAD
The otion h
two-thirds vote. All in
vor
The' ye ' s' h ve it.
We will no vot on th q
R gener . In ord r to voi con
t te it ag in,
• R g n r?
REGENER

I

ov

rcent of the p

th t
nt

nro 1

n

b

0
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by cutting off acceptances at the level of the magic

number.
TRAVELSTEAD
All in favor of the motion say,
11
The "no's 11 have it. The motion
aye :
opposed, "no.
is lost.
11

11

Do we have any further business?

Mr. Green.

GREEN
I just wonder how this policy is going
to be implemented. What are we going to do? We have just
now voted down a method by which it could be done. Who is
going to see that the 109 percent figure is kept and how?
TRAVELSTEAD
question. Mr. Smith?

Now, in answer to Mr. Green's

SMITH rP'At the time we met with the ~S,.,...~~
Dr. Hendrick~~ the Director of the Institu
~s
had worked out on the basis of statistics available to us
an historicaJ~percenta e of students at the undergraduate ievel normall that did not show or canceled. On
this basis, in order to determine -- in order to hold our
enrollment at the undergraduate level and not i n ~ excess
of 9 percent at the instruction of the Regents, we determined how many students we could admit in the 1971 fall
semester. The Regents, ~n effect, told us that they would
also like to hold t h e ~ of residents and ~ non-residents
at approximately the percenta~e that it is now. On the
basis of these figures we fou~d that we had already admitted
all the non-residents at the undergraduate level that we
can admit. Non-resident applications at the undergraduate
level ht':P been shut off on the fall semester. When we
have~tKa
r .
,, total of 7 , 300 undergraduates, including~
esidents.,.i; as well as non-residents this# basis of our
normal admissions in the past woulct give us approximately
5 , 3 00 new admittees at the undergraduate level.
TRAVELSTEAD
menting that action?
We

are.

SMITH

You are now in process of imple-

At the instruction of the Regents.

Yes,

TRAVELSTEAD
well, let's go on to point 10.
What remarks do you have? Do we have some corcunent on it?
1 understand that it has been moved and seconded. Is
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f discussion?

Mr. Lawrence.

r

LAWRENCE
AmAcorrect in assuming that the
Wollman proposal will permit a department or a college
to negotiate with the Graduate School over the graduate
enrollments where outside support may not make any additional drain on resources?
SPRING~~~ -Tl !A It is my understanding that if
they want to~·atil=t:: non-degree, there is nothing to stop
them. If they want to do it toward a degree, then one
gets a department that they are accepted in for a degree.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
I support number 10 and I
would like.for the record to show that I voted against
Professor_.Rason's motion and seconded Mr. Regener's motion.
TRAVELSTEAD
We are still talking about number
10. Are there any other questions on 10? Are we ready
for the question?
All in favor of the motion say, "ayer" all opposed,
"no." The "aye's" have it. It is passed. Other busine s?
Mr. Rhodes.
RHODES

I move that we adjourn.

TRAVELSTEAD
arise and pass out.

All in support of that motion may
(LAUGHTER)

Adjournment at 5:10 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,

AJ-rk

John N. Durr~ Secretary
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May 17, 1971
To:

From:

University Faculty
George P. Springer, VP/Rand Dean, Graduate School

Subject:

Graduate Enrollment Policies

At it~ meeting on May 13, 1971 the Graduate committee approved
~~e . fol~owing recomme~dations of its Subcommittee on Enrollment
imitation . The Committee urges the Faculty to adopt these policies,
to take effect immediately.

1. Every attempt should be made to hold the total population of
graduate students at UNM in 1971-72 at the same level as in 1970-71
Accor d.ingly, each graduate unit should be strongly urged to hold its•
en:ollment for nex t year constant, or, if feasible, to reduce it
slightly (to make possible some selective increases).
f
2.
If a unit feels strongly that an increase in its enrollment
tor next year is justified, it must present its rationale in writing
~.th7 De~n of the Graduate School, with cases requiring further
a Judication being referred to the Graduate committee.

3.
Each unit must, if it is not already doing so, begin doing
second screening" now, and must keep records of its admission offers
~nd acceptances, so that it can properly exercise its responsibility
t~r controlling the size of its graduate population, this fall and in
e future.
The Graduate school will provide those units that have
n~t.been doing second screening with estimates of the number of fall
a mission offers that have been made for each of those units.
11

tho

4 • . The Dean of the Graduate School is urge~ to communicate with
se units that appear to him to have an excessive number of gradu~~bstudents at present, asking those units to justify their current
th .ers or to show cause why they should not be asked to decrease
eir enrollment significantly for next year.

de

5. All applicants for admission will be re~uire~ to send to t~e
P~rtments in which they wish to work a letter in which they descrilie
t he1 ·
·
·
7 ~nterests, objectives, and any factors bearing
upon th eir

qualifications.

6. The Provisional status category, to which students are pres:ntl~ admitted when they meet Graduate school requirement~ but do not
P:c~fy a major field, will be deleted. All applic~nts will have to
5
P cify the department they wish to enter. There will be only one
statu
( Doc t ora 1 in
· t er. 8 f or beginning graduate students: Regular.
mediate, Doctoral candidate and Post Doctoral are additional
categories used for advanced students.)
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7. Students rejected on academic ground
School or the department will not be admitt d
us to
They may elect to enroll in Non-Degrees
dernic record, and then re-apply for admission to
for the second (or later) instructional session
which they were rejected. A maximum of 6 hour o
may later be applied for graduate credit, but or
are in graduate-credit courses, wi h grads of
student is successful in gaining admis ion o
and (c) if acceptance of the 6 hours is r comm n
8. A student rejected by a depar men
be admitted to the Graduate School. Hi
to _a different department (only one such ppl · c
this second department will screen him, h ving
they are his second choice); (b) to enroll in
Ject to the credit-transfer provisions in
re-apply for the next instructiona ses
9. The present 18-hour Non-Degr
rou
Schoo l is cancelled, except for students c rr
o~k done in Non-Degree will be included in h
reJectees under paragraphs 7 and 8 abov, i
h Y
ore than 6 such hours can ever b counted
s described in paragraph 7.
10. Teachers seeking to meet recertific
other graduates not working toward an adv nc
have to be accepted by a given department, or
nder the 6-hour transfer limitation.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Graduate School

.,

May 21, 1971
To:

UNM

Faculty

George P. Springer, VP/Rand Dean, Graduate School

From:

Subject:

Enrollment Limitation Proposal

th

In view of t~e discussions at the May 18 faculty meeting about
e G7aduate Committee proposal to limit graduate enrollments, I feel
th
th at Gl t is appro pria
each faculty member with
a copy of
· t e t o provide
·
.
be~in~afuate Co~mittee proposal and a brief summary of the rationale
thi . t.
It is my fervent hope that satisfactory resolution of
s *ssue can be achieved at the special meeting scheduled for May
25
po~al oward that ~nd I would urge faculty members to study the prosp . a nd su~porting arguments carefully in preparation for the
1
ecia meeting.
probl!mwis~ to emphasize that each department's situation and special
evid ts will ~e respected under the plan. Where under-enrollment is
tionen , e.g. in several areas of Engineering, or in Physics, limitawith'wou 1O be nonsensical. Where a new program has been initiated
tionin recent years, e.g. Economics, Geography, Philosophy, limitainten~r en~o~lment reduction would be equally futile.
In short, we
to fine-tune, " department by department.

tn

that
argument raised against the proposal centered around the idea
not .N~, as the leading graduate institution in the State, should
1
that ~mit d 7veloprnent in the graduate area.
I share the conviction
New M h7 University must fill a unique role in graduate education in
the exico:
Indeed, that is the reason for my grave concern about
in exce~dingly rapid growth that has taken place during recent years
str~~rtain graduate programs.
It seems evident that continued unrewoul~ne~ growth in areas where resources are already spread too thin
leg·t·dilute the quality of graduate education to a point where the
bil7t7macy of some graduate degrees will be jeopardized. such possiconi ies seem infinitely more threatening than the potential negative
mitsequences involved in a temporary check on growth that would perwe asome evaluation and rational planning for future development.
If
Mex·re to deserve any leadership role in higher education in New
·
· graduate education,
·
th en 1.· t seems impera·
tiv ico ' and particularly
in
e that we carefully guard the quality of our programs.
suff Closely related to this concern is the multiple impact which we
kno er from rapid growth at the graduate level. As is generally
· t 'ions
and wn ' ou r growth rate during recent years has excee d e d proJec
Yea appropriations. For example, graduate enrollment in the last two
in rs has grown by lD°fo each; and by 40% since 1965-6. This results
havan ~nfortunate situation where shortages in available resources
anded dictated some very undesirable expedients such as larger classes

sup

eferred expenditures for such necessities as libraries and other

lev~~rt facilities.
The impact of this situation is felt at all
s, but is absolutely intolerable at the graduate level. Quality
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advanced graduate instruction simply cannot take place with high
student/faculty ratios, since it must involve extensive interaction
and individual planningo This reality is recognized in most states
by differentials in support.
In Texas, for example, the State
allocates ten times as much for an advanced doctoral student as for
a beginning undergraduate. Since UNM is reimbursed at a uniform rate
of one F.T.E. per 16 semester hours, regardless of level, it follows
that UNM can ill afford to grow at the graduate level .
The present employment situation intensifies the pressure on
some hard-pressed departments because of the tendency of unemployed
graduates to seek additional education . These departments are unable
to protect themselves under present circumstances, since Non-Degree
stu~e~ts, Provisional graduate students, and even students nominally
aff11 7ated with other departments continue to flood their courses
7ven if the department limits the admissions of its own degree-seeking students. This situation, especially in the case of the NonD7gree qualification process has become exceedingly disfunctional in
: 1 iew of the need for careful control of admissions in heavily
impacted programs.
An important consideration should be reaffirmed at this point.
There is no intent in this proposal to impose limits i~ areas where
furthe~ growth would be healthy, as in new and dev7l~ping programs or
established programs in which growth has been stabilized or numbers
have declined. Efforts will be focused on helping impacted programs
establish control and finding more appropriate alternatives than the
present Non-Degree and Provisional routes into departmental programs .
Several departments have begun this process·internally already.
Finally, it should be realized that measures taken in any one
year.can be amended if the situation changes. The Graduate .
C?mmittee's proposal, however, is the result of two years of 7ntensive.deliberation, caused by growing concern about the acad7mic
9uality of the enterprise. we should not entrap ourselves in equating numerical growth with quality .

